BOOK   FOUR
FREEDOM
AUTUMN
Nature is now visible song.
Scarlet sumach runs like forest fire along The Valley hills.
The Future lies perfected in the seeds of bright fruits still hanging from
naked boughs to tempt the present.
Acorns drop from the oaken bough to be eagerly sought in the mould
beneath and carried far away. And bright berries, devoured by birds and
beasts, are gone to new life in new ground. By appeasing Hunger and
Desire — the Species makes sure of the Future?
Another life by way of infinite veins and arteries has added stature to
the trees, given consequence to shrubs and flowers. The grass still green.
Flaming creeper wreathes the singing bough as leaves take on the hues
of bloom, growth's greatest moment — until now.
Gentle touches of coming frost bring natural response to inner rhythm.
Work done, the trees and shrubs, the flowers, return precious sap to the
root.
To sleep.
In the little family chapel, "truth against the world' there under the
mass of dark green firs planted by Uncle Thomas — the old Welsh family
stands up. To sing.
Again hear 'step by step since time began we see the steady gain of
The grey old headsj the not so young; the not so old. The young and
the very young. All together the false, falsetto, and the flat lift that brave
assurance to the boards of the chapel ceiling: an ancient challenge ever
new, going out through open windows to fade away in the many-coloured
hills beyond.
The boy, too, sings. Human exaltation. Fervour all about him floods the
masses of gold and purple plundered from the roadsides to wreathe the
pulpit with the gold and purple cloth and to match the purple beiries of
the woodbine pulled from trees twining the branches of scarlet sumach
gathered from the hills.
White antimony from the pastures shines through them all like stars.
l!fee family slowly sits down, and the grey heads, those not so grey, those
fctette ytmng furtively wipe away their tears,
TSfe boy wonders why they always weep? And they weep most when
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